In the context of recent developments in scientometrics to measure novelty or creative potential, Wu, Wang, and Evans (2019) propose a new disruption index that measures the extent to which a publication disrupts the field of science. We calculated the disruption index for some example papers. The analyses of the index values (using our Web of Science in-house database) show that they depend on the citation window (the period of time over which citations are collected).
Introduction
Citation counts measure the usefulness of research but cannot point towards exceptional research that revolutionizes our way of thinking. Seven of the 10 most cited publications of all time relate to biological lab techniques (Van-Noorden; Maher; Nuzzo, 2014).
In the context of recent developments in scientometrics to measure novelty or creative potential (Lee; Walsh; Wang, 2015; Uzzi; Mukherjee; Stringer; Jones, 2013), Wu et al. (2019) propose a new disruption index that measures the extent to which a publication disrupts the field of science. The index varies between values of -1 and 1, corresponding to work that develops (by broadcasting the importance of prior research) or disrupts (weakening prior research by receiving all later attention), respectively.
Citation windows of at least 3 years are needed
We calculated the disruption index for the example papers used for illustration purposed by Wu et al. et al. (2019) propose a new disruption index that measures the extent to which a publication disrupts the field of science Whereas the disruption index is more or less stable over time for Randall and Sundrum (1999) , Davis et al. (1995) only achieved a stable value five years after publication.
We calculated the disruption index for two other examples -the most cited papers in Nature from the 1990s (Iijima, 1991 ; O'Regan; Grät-zel, 1991). It is interesting to observe that the disruptive potential of both papers only appears several years after their publication. In the first few years, both papers seem to be balanced between disruption and development.
In bibliometrics, it is standard practice to use a citation window of at least three years (Bornmann, in press ). Our results for the disruption index reveal that it would also appear to be necessary to have recommendations for an appropriate citation window. We assume that a citation window of at least three years is necessary to produce meaningful results. However, as our analyses show, this may not suffice in some cases. 
